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Basic character set; 13/20 points with +100 tracking:

Secret Agent # 007

asennevamma

typographic styles

The quick brown fox jumps over a lazy dog

Grumpy Black 99

Reliable

GRUMPY

QUALITY TYPEFACE

GIN & TONIC

ÐðŁÞþŠšŽ!”#$%&’*()+ , - /01234 56789¹²³½¼¾:;<=>?@

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]^ _abcdefghijkl

mnopqrstuvwxyz{ | }~ÄÅÇÉÑÖÜáàâäãåçéèêëíìîïñóòô

öõúùûü†°¢£§•¶ß®©™´¨ÆØ±¥∫ªºæø¿¡¬ƒ«»…ÀÃÕŒœ

–—“”‘ ’ ÷ÿŸ⁄€‹ ›fifl ‡· ‚„‰‰ÂÊÁËÈÍÎÏÌÓÔÒÚÛÙıˆ˜¯˘˙˚¸˝˛ˇ 

√ ∞  ≤ ∆ ≈ ≥ & # 7

Grumpy is loosely based on ITC Grouch by Herb 
Lubalin. Design is slightly heavier than Grouch, and 
many glyphs differ notably from Grouch. It is a display 
typeface with very tight tracking, and more than 2000 
kerning pairs for overall even colour. 

Letterspacing method is TNT (that is Tight, Not 
Touching); a very popular type treatment int the 
seventies and eighties.

Grumpy has some stylistic alternate glyphs, for 
example # goes #, & goes & and 7 goes 7.

Tomi Haaparanta, Suomi Type Foundry



Copyr ight© 2010 Suomi  Type Foundry

Basic character set; 13/20 points with +100 tracking:

Secret Agent # 007

asennevamma

typographic styles

The quick brown fox jumps over a lazy dog

Grumpy Black 88

Reliable

GRUMPY

QUALITY TYPEFACE

GIN & TONIC

ÐðŁÞþŠšŽ!”#$%&’*()+ , - /01234 56789¹²³½¼¾:;<=>?@

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]^ _abcdefghijkl

mnopqrstuvwxyz{ | }~ÄÅÇÉÑÖÜáàâäãåçéèêëíìîïñóòô

öõúùûü†°¢£§•¶ß®©™´¨ÆØ±¥∫ªºæø¿¡¬ƒ«»…ÀÃÕŒœ

–—“”‘ ’ ÷ÿŸ⁄€‹ ›fifl ‡· ‚„‰‰ÂÊÁËÈÍÎÏÌÓÔÒÚÛÙıˆ˜¯˘˙˚¸˝˛ˇ 

√ ∞  ≤ ∆ ≈ ≥ & # 7

Grumpy is loosely based on ITC Grouch by Herb 
Lubalin. Design is slightly heavier than Grouch, and 
many glyphs differ notably from Grouch. It is a display 
typeface with very tight tracking, and more than 2000 
kerning pairs for overall even colour. 

Letterspacing method is TNT (that is Tight, Not 
Touching); a very popular type treatment int the 
seventies and eighties.

Grumpy has some stylistic alternate glyphs, for 
example # goes #, & goes & and 7 goes 7.

Tomi Haaparanta, Suomi Type Foundry
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Basic character set; 13/20 points with +100 tracking:

Secret Agent # 007

asennevamma

typographic styles

The quick brown fox jumps over a lazy dog

Grumpy Black 72

Reliable

GRUMPY

QUALITY TYPEFACE

GIN & TONIC

ÐðŁÞþŠšŽ!”#$%&’*()+ , - /01234 56789¹²³½¼¾:;<=>?@

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]^ _abcdefghijkl

mnopqrstuvwxyz{ | }~ÄÅÇÉÑÖÜáàâäãåçéèêëíìîïñóòô

öõúùûü†°¢£§•¶ß®©™´¨ÆØ±¥∫ªºæø¿¡¬ƒ«»…ÀÃÕŒœ

–—“”‘ ’ ÷ÿŸ⁄€‹ ›fifl ‡· ‚„‰‰ÂÊÁËÈÍÎÏÌÓÔÒÚÛÙıˆ˜¯˘˙˚¸˝˛ˇ 

√ ∞  ≤ ∆ ≈ ≥ & # 7

Grumpy is loosely based on ITC Grouch by Herb 
Lubalin. Design is slightly heavier than Grouch, and 
many glyphs differ notably from Grouch. It is a display 
typeface with very tight tracking, and more than 2000 
kerning pairs for overall even colour. 

Letterspacing method is TNT (that is Tight, Not 
Touching); a very popular type treatment int the 
seventies and eighties.

Grumpy has some stylistic alternate glyphs, for 
example # goes #, & goes & and 7 goes 7.

Tomi Haaparanta, Suomi Type Foundry
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Basic character set; 13/20 points with +100 tracking:

Secret Agent # 007

asennevamma

typographic styles

The quick brown fox jumps over a lazy dog

Grumpy Black 48

Reliable

GRUMPY

QUALITY TYPEFACE

GIN & TONIC

ÐðŁÞþŠšŽ!”#$%&’*()+ , - /01234 56789¹²³½¼¾:;<=>?@

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]^ _abcdefghijkl

mnopqrstuvwxyz{ | }~ÄÅÇÉÑÖÜáàâäãåçéèêëíìîïñóòô

öõúùûü†°¢£§•¶ß®©™´¨ÆØ±¥∫ªºæø¿¡¬ƒ«»…ÀÃÕŒœ

–—“”‘ ’ ÷ÿŸ⁄€‹ ›fifl ‡· ‚„‰‰ÂÊÁËÈÍÎÏÌÓÔÒÚÛÙıˆ˜¯˘˙˚¸˝˛ˇ 

√ ∞  ≤ ∆ ≈ ≥ & # 7

Grumpy is loosely based on ITC Grouch by Herb 
Lubalin. Design is slightly heavier than Grouch, and 
many glyphs differ notably from Grouch. It is a display 
typeface with very tight tracking, and more than 2000 
kerning pairs for overall even colour. 

Letterspacing method is TNT (that is Tight, Not 
Touching); a very popular type treatment int the 
seventies and eighties.

Grumpy has some stylistic alternate glyphs, for 
example # goes #, & goes & and 7 goes 7.

Tomi Haaparanta, Suomi Type Foundry
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Basic character set; 13/20 points with +100 tracking:

Secret Agent # 007

asennevamma

typographic styles

The quick brown fox jumps over a lazy dog

Grumpy Black 36

Reliable

GRUMPY

QUALITY TYPEFACE

GIN & TONIC

ÐðŁÞþŠšŽ!”#$%&’*()+ , - /01234 56789¹²³½¼¾:;<=>?@

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]^ _abcdefghijkl

mnopqrstuvwxyz{ | }~ÄÅÇÉÑÖÜáàâäãåçéèêëíìîïñóòô

öõúùûü†°¢£§•¶ß®©™´¨ÆØ±¥∫ªºæø¿¡¬ƒ«»…ÀÃÕŒœ

–—“”‘ ’ ÷ÿŸ⁄€‹ ›fifl ‡· ‚„‰‰ÂÊÁËÈÍÎÏÌÓÔÒÚÛÙıˆ˜¯˘˙˚¸˝˛ˇ 

√ ∞  ≤ ∆ ≈ ≥ & # 7

Grumpy is loosely based on ITC Grouch by Herb 
Lubalin. Design is slightly heavier than Grouch, and 
many glyphs differ notably from Grouch. It is a display 
typeface with very tight tracking, and more than 2000 
kerning pairs for overall even colour. 

Letterspacing method is TNT (that is Tight, Not 
Touching); a very popular type treatment int the 
seventies and eighties.

Grumpy has some stylistic alternate glyphs, for 
example # goes #, & goes & and 7 goes 7.

Tomi Haaparanta, Suomi Type Foundry
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Basic character set; 13/20 points with +100 tracking:

Secret Agent # 007

asennevamma

typographic styles

The quick brown fox jumps over a lazy dog

Grumpy Black 24

Reliable

GRUMPY

QUALITY TYPEFACE

GIN & TONIC

ÐðŁÞþŠšŽ!”#$%&’*()+ , - /01234 56789¹²³½¼¾:;<=>?@

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]^ _abcdefghijkl

mnopqrstuvwxyz{ | }~ÄÅÇÉÑÖÜáàâäãåçéèêëíìîïñóòô

öõúùûü†°¢£§•¶ß®©™´¨ÆØ±¥∫ªºæø¿¡¬ƒ«»…ÀÃÕŒœ

–—“”‘ ’ ÷ÿŸ⁄€‹ ›fifl ‡· ‚„‰‰ÂÊÁËÈÍÎÏÌÓÔÒÚÛÙıˆ˜¯˘˙˚¸˝˛ˇ 

√ ∞  ≤ ∆ ≈ ≥ & # 7

Grumpy is loosely based on ITC Grouch by Herb 
Lubalin. Design is slightly heavier than Grouch, and 
many glyphs differ notably from Grouch. It is a display 
typeface with very tight tracking, and more than 2000 
kerning pairs for overall even colour. 

Letterspacing method is TNT (that is Tight, Not 
Touching); a very popular type treatment int the 
seventies and eighties.

Grumpy has some stylistic alternate glyphs, for 
example # goes #, & goes & and 7 goes 7.

Tomi Haaparanta, Suomi Type Foundry


